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Mathematics VI
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RWAI{DA NATIONAL EXAMINATIONS COUNCIL.

P.O.BOX 38L7 KTGALI TEL/FAX 586871

ORDINARY LEVEL NATIONAL EXAMINATION 2OO7

SUJECT

TIME

INSTRUCTIOI{S:

MATHEMATICS VI

3 HOURS

- This paper consists of TWO Sections A and B.

,.1- Attempt ALL questions in Section A and any THREE question{fu SectronB.
/'- ShowALL working clearly

- Calculators and mathematical instruments may be used except when otherwise stated.

- Diagrams are not drawn to scale.
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L6.
a) Modal class = 45 - 49

Its limits = 44.5 - 49.5 or 45 - 49

b) the mean = 47

c)

a) Ifd=-75+0+65+40=30

b). Mean mass = 47 +ff = OZ.SI*

L7. a)

aEc = eDc

BD

'12
9

15

AeB = BCD (common angle)

Triangle ABC and BDC share a corlmon

angle C, hence AeD = BeD, So BAC = CBD

1_
b) i) :x72x BC=54cm2

z

54x2BC=--=9.. 1r,

AC= JW=fimT=^m= 15cm

DC BC DT g

BCAC915

DC=fr=S.+cm

"h,xrz
BD ,*- = 7.2cm

15

iii) Area of triangle ABD

L=r*7.2x(15-5.4)

7.2 x9.6
= 1; = 34.56cm21

Class Mid-interval
of class x

Difference from
the working
mean d

Frequency fd

40*49 42 -5 15 -75

45-49 47 o 18 0

50-54 52 5 13 65

55-59 57 10 4 40
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SECTION A: Answer ALL questions. (SS marksf

1" Calculate without using a calculator, ffiJE.
2. Find the equation of the line through the points (0,2) and (2, 1o).

3. Solve the quadratic equation: 2x2 + 8x = -6" 4 'i'

4" ln a class of 40 pupils, 30 play football and 23 play basketball. 20 pupils play both
gatnes, how many pupils play neither?

5. If f(x) =mr(* n, wherem andn areintegers andf(O) =2,f(-L) = -1. Find mandn.

6" In the triangle ABD, angle ABD : x", angle BAC = 40", angle cAD = 2x" gfrtd, AB = AD.
Find the size of angle ACD.

7. Solve the simultaneous equations:
2a+3b=16
4a+ 55 = 29 t'l

?it

8. 3 pupils share 36 sweets in the ratio m: 3m: 5m. How many.*"#S does each pupit
get?

9" Solve the following inequality and illustrate the solution set on a number line:
0.25y-(y+1) >3"

1o" In the ligure below, o is trre centre of the circle. calculate:
(a) the length of the major arc pe.

(b)the area of the minor sector Ope. @ =?r).

(3 marks)

(3 marks)

(3 marks)

(3 marks)

(3 marks)

(3 marks)

(4 marks)

(4 marks)

(4 marks)

(2 marks)

(2 marks)
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11" 2,000,000 Rvrf is invested at L2%o per year compound interest. Find:

(a) the amount of investment after 3 year.

(b) the interest aiter 4 months.

12.. Under enlargement the volume of a cube is 2L6cm3. If the volume of the object cube

is 27cm3, find: a) Enlargement linear scale factor.

b) The total surface area ofthe enlarged cube.

13" Given vectors A =(lr),n = Q and F =(-il. Find:

(a) the column vector ford +i +d.

(b) the length of d + t +V.

14" The figure below is a right angled triangle. Show that y = Sfi .

SECTION B: Answer THREE questions only. (45 marks|

16. a)Given the equation 2y + y = 6

(i) Complete the table below

(iE Plot these points on the graph p.?per provided in your answer booklet and join 
"

them with a line"
(iii) Use letter A to indicate where you read the value of x when y: O"

(iv) Write the value of x when y = O.

(b) On the same graph as that of 16 (a) (ii) draw the graph of y: 2. Find the
coordinates of intersection of y = 2 and 2y + x = 6"

2x+t x+3 x+LL7.(alSimplify: 3 - , +-.

3x3-4x2-x*2

tZ *.ri
(2 marks

(2 marks

(2 marksJ

(2 marks

(2 marks

(3 marks

,ll
?ri

/,r! /
//4'

(4 marks

(6 marksl
(1 mark)

(1 mark)

(3 marks)

(5 marksl

(1O marksl
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x -2 2 4
Y 3

(b) Simpiify completely:
3x2-6x+3



18. (a) Solve: 2xa + 4:f - 1Ox2 - 12x = O.

(b) One of the roots of ax2 + Sx + 2 = O is -2, Iind the other root.

19' In the figure below, o is the centre of the circle. The straight line SBT is a tangent to
the circle"

(9 marks)

(6 marks)

(2 marks)

(1 mark)

(11 marks)

(5 marks)
(5 marks)
(5 marks)

(a) Show tJrat angle CBT is equal to triangle BAC. Give reasons to support your answer.(Io marks)
(b) If angle ACB = 37" and angle BAC = 64", frnd,: i) angle ABS. (2 marks)

20. The table below shows the marks scored
out of 50.

. i, angle ABC.

iii) angle CBT.

by 25 pupits in a mathematics test marked

27 35 40 42 28 40 28

28 28 35 40 42 35 40

42 "i,
28 35/''

27 40 28 35 40 28 42.

(a) copy the table below and comprete it using the above data.

(b) Find the mode.
(c) Find the median.
(d) Find the mean.

TND
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ANSWERS FOR NATIONAL EXAMINATION 2OO7.
MATHEMATICS VI

SECTION A.

4x2.9

4

= 2.9

3"452 - 0.552

4

3.4s+o.ss) (3.4s-0.ss

2.

10-2 I
The slope =fr = r= 4

The equation of the line is;

y-2 = 4(x-0)

y-2=4x

Y=4x+2

3.

2*+8x=-6

=2x2+$1+$=Q

=2x2 +6x+ 2x+6=O

= !1(;+f,)+2(x+3) =0

= (x+3)(2x+2) = O

x=-3orx=-1

4.
n(F) : 30, n(B) = 23, n(FnBl:20, n(C) : a0

C=4O

4x= L4O

=180-(2x+11

= 180 - (70 + 35)

= 75o

6.

It
liiL.,

8.m+3m+5m=9m

x + x + 40 + 2y= 18Oo because 
lZ{Za+3b 

: 16 (i) i = 9m = 36
ABD is an isosceles triangle I 'o" +5b = 28 (ii) I * = 4 sweets(AB=AD=x) I I

c.

f(o) : n:2

x=7 Thus-rn+2:-7
7 pupils play neither. I NA = S and n = 2

4a+ 6b:32 lstpupil=m=4sweets

3ra pupil = 5m = 4x 5 = 20 sweets
using equation (i),

2a+3x4=16

a=2

x+20 + 10 + 3 = 40 lf(_tt =_m*n=_1
33'+ x = 40 I

7"

x=35 
l4a-5b=28' | ,"opupil=3m=4x3=l2sweets

In triangle ACD; angle ACD I U = + I
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2,000,000 xl,z xL
11. al tst yeor = = 24O,OOO

100
9.

0"25y - (y +1) > 3

v
'-v-1>34"

Y=-4Y-4>L2

-3y2 L2+4

-3y > 16

76y(--3

10"

a) length of the major

arc PQ

=2xt+x?x27e7 360

= 68.2cm

b) the area of small

sector

OPQ = 14x1"*"?

= 138.6cm2.

New principal = 2,000,000 + 24O,OOO

= 2,24O,OOO

2,240,000 xI-z xL
)nd yggr =

100
= 268,800

New principal = 2,24O,OOO + 268,800

:2,508,800

2,508,800 x72 xL
Srd ygar =

100
= 301,O56

New amount after 3 years

= 2,5O8,800 + 301,056 = 2,8A9,856

bl Interest alter 4 months

2,000,000 xtz x4
100x12

= 8O,OOORwf

t2.

a) the homothetic ratio

3rlzt63
---

2̂73',

.b) the enlarged edge of the

cube =3\12163=6cm

TSA = 6 x 6 x 6 = 2l6cm2

13.a)a+b+c

= (lr) . (-r') . (-:) = 'r

b)/a+b+c/=Jm

=w6=lx
= 5 units

L4.

f,lt y'= 102
y'/,'

2f = loo

y=y'50

= 5r/2

15. a) under a reflection y = 2:

R(2, -1)

bf For a rotation of -90' on

(0,0);

(2,5')<+ (5; -2)

cl T12,5) <+ (2+(-3)), (5 + (-1))

= (-1, 4)
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17. b)

3x3'4x2-x+2
3x2-6x+3

ii) ,iii), iv) and b : teacher's guidance

2(x + 1)-3(x+3)+(x+1)
6

2x- 6 2(x-3) x-3
=--= =-"6 0 6

a1=A1-2U5('21+2=o

=4a-10+2=O

=4a=8 .rf
,:/,*,

= a=2'

Thus2r,2+5x+2=0

272+4x+X+2=o

2x(x+2) +(x +21=g

(x + 2)(x + 21= g

1^
*= -;Of X= -'2,

the other solution t" - I

@x2-L2x=O.

2x(x-21(*+4x+3)= O

2x(x2-2llx+3)(x+1) =0

2x(x-21{x+3)(x+1) = O

2x= Oor x- 2 = Oor x = -3 or x = -1

i.e x= 0 orx = 2 Prx = -3 orx = -1

S = [-3, -L, O,2)
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19.

a) b) i)Ang1e ABS.= ACB = 37'

ii) Angle ABS + ABC + CBT = 180"

thus 37" + ABC + 64 = 180'

ABC = 79'

- Draw line BD through the centre O and attach D

to C.'BAC = BDC because they intercept the

same arc.

- CBT + CBD = 90"(diameter BD is tangent to SBT)

- BDC + CBD = 90o, Thus CBT = BDC but

CBT = CBT, hence CBT = BAC.

iii)Angle CBT = 64"

20.a)

b) Mbde = 28

c) The median = 35

Mark (x) Frequencv ffl rk Commutative freouencv
27

28

35

40

42

3

7

5

6

4

81

196.

L75

240

168

3

10

15

21

25

lf= 25 Ifx =860

d) Themean=ry =34.4
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